Abstract
The first fundamental property that appears with a network is the total number of vertices 87 N along with the total number of edges between nodes E. As the net is formed, each node 88 will have a certain number of edges that make the connection to other vertices; this will 89 be the degree k of the vertex. The averaging over all degrees gives us the mean degree 90 k of the network. Exploring a longer bit the degree property, we can derive p(k), which 91 represents the probability that a given node has degree k, then for most real network the k i neighbors, we find out that the maximal number of potential links between them will be 110 k i (k i − 1) /2. Analogous to this we define n i as the actual number of links between the k i 111 neighbors of i, the clustering coefficient [9] of the node shall be defined as,
where the clustering coefficient C for the whole network is simply the averaging of 2. Many 114 real network show a modular structure implying that groups of nodes organize in a hierarchi-
115
cal manner into increasingly larger groups. This feature can be overviewed as the power-law 116 dependency fitting of the averaged clustering coefficient versus degree [10-12]:
Additionally, we test the small-world phenomenon on the network. For that we sustain
119
that the network will be small world if ℓ ≈ ℓ rand and C ≫ C rand are both satisfied [9] .
120
Where ℓ rand and C rand , are respectively, the average path length and the clustering coef-121 ficient for a random network built with the same size (N) and degree distribution importance of a node in the network. As well as degree, the "betweenness" centrality of a
135
given node g ℓ indicates how influential that node is in the net. This measure can be defined given by 
147
As a complement of all topological measurements described until now, we also applied writing system development using the Phoenician alphabet [22, 23] . It is also known that
155
Odyssey carry some echoes from the Trojan War narrated mainly on Iliad. Recalling again
156
Carron's and Kenna's paper, from their three myths analyzed, the network of characters Narrative"; and forth (chants XIII to XXIV), "Journey back home". translations generated no significant deviation as the network creation process was made.
FIG. 1. (A) Represents
Odyssey's social network, the coloring of the vertex determine to which community they belong. The vertex size is based on its importance on the network; (B), (C) and (D) show some of the most important communities to the whole network. showed that the network's topology depends mostly on central characters, considering that 200 its giant component is little affected (Table II) . However if we remove, at the same pro- Early we stated that real social networks tend to be assortatively mixed by degree while 207 disassortativity of social network signal artificiality. As result the network is found to be dis-
208
assortatively. However this disassortativity may also reflect conflictual nature into the epic.
209
The same result were observed on Iliad and Táin, where main characters find themselves on 210 confrontation with enemies which seems to have any other relations to the rest of the tale,
211
resulting on a high number of loose vertices connected to central vertices. 
233
The previous manipulation implies that the network can be perceived as an amalgam of 
V. NETWORK'S COMMUNITIES' COMPOSITION

246
Through the walktrap algorithm we could identify 32 communities that compound
247
Odyssey's social network, the max degree distribution, as a community importance ranking, for most real social networks. However and additionally we also found that it is vulnerable 296 to target attack, hold for power law dependence of degree distribution and is scale free.
297
Although further modification were made to the network, the assortativity degree and non- TABLE IV . Type (joining community or sub graph), size (N ), maximum degree (k max ), mean degree k , average path length (ℓ), average path length for a randomly created community (ℓ rand ), clustering coefficient (C), clustering coefficient for a randomly created community (C rand ), assortativity (r), small world (ℓ ≈ ℓ rand and C >> C rand ), degree distribution and hierarchy. OBS.:
N A holds for any fit.
its fundamental background is purely real considering its social topological terms. 
